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Grow Fund, designed as a financial solutions product is created for partners of KADE KEYO looking for a
stable way to earn income. Built on our internal business processes, not excluding operations and
business investments alike, Grow Fund presents our partners with a semi-structured earning process
that allows them to acquire a limited amount of units and watch them increase in value, hence growth.
For a user to activate grow fund, a simple request is all it takes and the process to growth begins.
Grow Fund is a funding partnership program with us that allows unit owners to receive real-time returns
(yield) as well as increase the value of their unit (growth) over a period of one (1) year, after which the
unit is repurchased from the holder. A holder can have as many units as they require as we currently
have 1,000 units available for purchase in this new calendar year. To earn more returns and growth,
holders can simply request to purchase more units and a processing sheet will be served to them as
pertaining their request. Grow Fund partnership units are sold at Ten Thousand (10,000) Nigerian Naira
per unit and is valid for a mandatory One (1) year cycle. This product is limited to how many units we
have in circulation and has a fluid return and growth cycle which are largely dependent on our business
processes.
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Key Index (Summary)
Original Value: N 10,000
Yield Value: N 11,000
Growth Value: N 4,300
New Value: N 25,300
Performance maturity value (this value refers to the new worth increase): 253%
Comments:
Your Grow Fund unit has made a 153% performance rise from the initial value (100%) at N 10,000 to the
new value at N 25,300 during which the returns were paid to you at a monthly rate while the growth
value was saved for you and added to the value of your initial purchase.

Grow Fund user terms and conditions
Our terms and conditions for becoming a Grow Fund Partner are as follows;
1. The partner understands that their unit value, N10,000 per unit, will remain with KADE KEYO for
a duration period of 1 year, after which a processing of its maturity will happen at the end of the
following month (13th month).
2. Grow Fund is not a financial investment or scheme but rather a solution designed to help people
do more with their free funds by increasing its value over time while earning a monthly yields
from its maturity cycle.
3. Grow Fund, once processed, cannot be refunded, stopped or engaged with in any way outside
of its designs as described here-in.
4. Grow Fund units can only be acquired in the order and manner as described by KADE KEYO and
its representatives.
5. The current limit for individual partnership for Grow Fund is fifteen (15) units valued at N150,
000. This value is subject to change and will be announced when applicable.
6. All processing and payments will be done on a per client basis, ensuring we process accurate
transfers to the accounts applicable.
7. Grow Fund cannot be transferred from one user to another and will only be processed to the
details provided by the holder/partner.
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